Abstract-The junction specific capacitance (C s ) is an essential parameter in designing tuning circuitry for superconductorinsulator-superconductor (SIS) mixers. However, our knowledge of the junction capacitance only relies on the few available empirically obtained C s versus specific normal resistance (R n A) relations, which are inconsistent especially at low R n A values, R n A < 40 Ω·µm 2 . In this paper, we report the Nb/Al-AlO x /Nb SIS junction capacitance data from our recently presented direct microwave (4 GHz) measurements at 4 K for junctions with various R n A values ranging from 8.8 to 68 Ω·µm 2 . New insight is provided into the extraction of the true geometrical specific capacitance of SIS junctions. We show that even at such low microwave frequencies, the so-far-neglected nonlinear susceptance is significant, especially for junctions with low R n A values. This susceptance originates from the real part of the response function, I K K , which can be calculated through the Kramers-Kronig transform of the dc tunnel current. The new specific capacitance, which accounts for this contribution, is presented as a function of R n A. We provide an improved and more accurate C s (R n A) relation, which can be a reliable and useful tool for circuit designers. The obtained C s (R n A) relation is compared with those available in the literature, and the possible reasons giving rise to the disparity among these relations are discussed. By comparing the modeled and the measured noise temperature of the APEX SHeFI band 3 \ (385-500 GHz) double sideband mixer, we show that the new C s (R n A) relation offers a great potential for improving the performance of SIS mixers.
I. INTRODUCTION
S UPERCONDUCTOR-INSULATOR-SUPERCONDUC-TOR (SIS) mixers have become the cornerstone of most low noise heterodyne receivers for radio astronomical spectroscopy in millimeter and submillimeter range [5] . In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in improving capabilities of radio astronomical receivers in terms of wider instantaneous RF and IF bandwidth [6] - [8] . One of the The authors are with the Group for Advanced Receiver Development, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg 412 58, Sweden (e-mail: parisa.aghdam@chalmers.se; Hawal.rashid@gmail.com; Alexey.Pavolotsky@ chalmers.se; vincent.desmaris@chalmers.se; denis.meledin@chalmers.se; victor.belitsky@chalmers.se).
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advantages of a wide RF instantaneous bandwidth is to reduce the number of instruments for conducting observations. A wide IF bandwidth, on the other hand, provides simultaneous detection of several spectral lines or more effective line surveys.
The instantaneous IF bandwidth is partly limited by the relatively high capacitance of SIS junctions. For an SIS mixer to have a wide RF bandwidth, a low ωRC product (where R and C are the junction resistance and capacitance, respectively), and as it is shown in [4] a low specific normal resistance (R n A) (R n A < 20 Ω · μm 2 ) are needed. For both cases, the junction specific capacitance (C s ) plays a crucial role in designing tuning circuitry for SIS mixers [9] . Moreover, the precise knowledge of junction specific capacitance is also needed in other applications of SIS tunnel junctions such as qubits [10] , [11] , single charge [12] , [13] , and digital devices [1] , [14] , where C s determines other junction characteristics such as the RC time constant, the charging energy and the so called plasma frequency.
The literature on the specific capacitance of Nb/Al-AlO x /Nb SIS junction shows a few measurement approaches in which the junction capacitance is measured for single values or different ranges of R n A [1] - [3] , [15] - [17] . All of these approaches, except for our recently presented method in [17] , employed indirect measurement methods, in which the capacitive effect of the SIS junction, e.g., resonance or dispersion of the resonant frequencies is measured. In these studies, models were fitted to the experimentally obtained C s (R n A) relation (see Fig. 1 ). As can be seen from this figure, the C s (R n A) relations significantly diverge from each other for R n A < 40 Ω · μm 2 [1]- [4] . The measured R n A range in these models were as follows:
On one hand, it can be hypothesized that the different measurement methods of the junction capacitance and their related measurement uncertainties could be the reason for the observed disparity. In this regard, not only the uncertainty of the capacitance estimation depends on the accuracy of the measurements themselves, but also on the assumptions made in the often very complex employed models as well as the used material parameters. On the other hand, as we reported previously in [18] , the observed scatter in the measurements of the R n C for the same R n A value could likely be due to the local nonuniformities in the tunnel barrier thickness, which then result in the scatter of both C s and R n A.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. In this paper, we use the measurement results for Nb/AlAlO x /Nb SIS junction capacitance, based on direct microwave measurements [17] , for R n A range of 8.8-68 Ω·μm 2 . The employed method offers direct junction capacitance measurements with high accuracy at microwave frequencies [17] . In Section III-A, we discuss the extraction of the true geometrical junction capacitance. In this context, we underline that even at such low frequencies, the susceptance, which is obtained by the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the imaginary part of the response function (i.e., quasiparticle dc IV characteristics), should be calculated and subtracted from the measured capacitance. Also, we show that this susceptance, which is capacitive under the conducted measurement conditions and hereafter will be referred to as the nonlinear capacitance, is non-negligible for junctions with low R n A values. We argue that neglecting such contributions might have resulted in over estimation of junction capacitance in certain capacitance measurement methods. However, as will be discussed in this paper, the scatter resulted from neglecting the nonlinear susceptance, and the effect of local nonuniformities in the tunnel barrier still cannot explain some cases of the observed disparity in Fig. 1 . This indicates that the main reason giving rise to the divergent C s (R n A) relations is the difference in the nature of the measurement methods and their related uncertainty. In addition, some specifics of the junction fabrication process could possibly contribute to the observed differences. Employing the direct method in this study and obtaining the true geometrical specific capacitance, an improved and more accurate C s (R n A) relation is obtained, which can be a reliable and useful tool for circuit designers. The potential for an improved performance of the SIS mixer by using the suggested C s (R n A) relation is shown by comparing the modeled and measured noise temperature for the band 3 (385-500 GHz) DSB mixer in Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) telescope.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A total of 34 Nb/Al-AlO x /Nb SIS junctions with R n A range of 8.8-68 Ω · μm 2 were fabricated. The details of the The number of characterized chips is indicated. Data from [18] .
trilayer deposition parameters and the junction fabrication process were presented in [17] and [19] . The AlO x oxygen exposure parameters for the 34 junctions are presented in detail in our recent publication [18] and are listed in Table  I . The junctions' nominal areas on the used photomask were as follows:
For each processed wafer, the true junction sizes (A) were estimated [17] , which accounted for the dimension variation due to the fabrication process (lithography and etch process). The junction normal resistance R n was extracted from the IV characteristic recorded in liquid helium [18] . The product of the extracted R n and the estimated area, A, which is the junction specific resistance (R n A), were used as the measure of the tunnel barrier transparency. The fabricated junctions in the abovementioned R n A range were all of high quality with the superconducting gap voltage variation of V g 2.84-2.88 mV and the junction quality factor of subgap resistance (R sg )/R n 17-44 [18] . The complex impedance of these junctions was directly measured at 4 GHz center frequency and at 4 K temperature. The calibration at 4 K was performed using the time-domain processing techniques and the gap voltage biased junction as the short-circuit reference [20] . Then, an Agilent ADS equivalent circuit model [17] was used in which the model parameters were adjusted based on the calibration. Later, the SIS junction capacitance was extracted once the best fit was achieved between the model and the experimental data. More details on this procedure can be found in [17] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Specific Capacitance
The measurement results of the extracted junction capacitance (C m ) as a function of the estimated area (A) for each batch of junctions are presented as solid gray circles in Fig. 2(a)-(f) . Assuming the parallel-plate approximation, i.e., linear dependence of the junction capacitance on the junction area, the data are fitted with linear regression lines (dotted lines). The (C s )is then extracted as the slope of these lines (in pF/μm 2 ), which is indicated above each fitted line. The linear fit through the data points in Fig. 2 contained nonzero intercepts. However, the observed intercepts were proved to be statistically insignificant. Consequently, the specific capacitance data are presented for the linear regression with intercepts set to zero.
In order to ensure that the measured capacitance could only be attributed to the geometrical junction capacitance, all the other possible contributions such as stray capacitance, fringing field capacitance, etc., were investigated. It was concluded in [18] [17] . In order to prevent cluttering of the plot, the error bars on C g (which are the same as that of the C m ) are not shown in the plot. From the slope of the linear fit to the measured and the corrected junction capacitance, the resulting specific capacitance values are obtained.
that such contributions were negligible. The only significant contribution was found to be from what we call the nonlinear susceptance. Even though this contribution has always been neglected when operating at frequencies of a few GHz, our calculations show its significance.
The measurable quasiparticle tunnel current at the dc I-V characteristic of the junction is considered as the dissipative component of the tunnel current. The extreme nonlinearity of this dc I-V relation at the gap voltage results in the reactive component of the tunneling current [21] . Furthermore, the higher steepness of the nonlinearity of the dc I-V characteristics leads to a larger reactive current component [21] . The two tunneling current components, the reactive and the dissipative, are related through the frequency Kramers-Kronig transformation [21] , [22] . The nonlinear susceptance calculated through the Kramers-Kronig transform of the dc I-V curve could be comparable to the susceptance due to the geometrical junction capacitance and its important contribution was recently demonstrated in [23] and [24] .
In this paper, the nonlinear susceptance, B 11 in [22] , was calculated from the measured dc I-V characteristics [21] . B 11 was calculated for the conditions under which the junction capacitance had been measured: frequency f = 4 GHz, bias voltage V 0 = 1 mV, and the normalized energy of the microwave signal
where e is the electron charge, V signal is the voltage amplitude of the microwave signal, h is the Planck's constant, and f is the measurement frequency. It should be noted that no effects of the RF signal on the IV curves were observed. Depending on the bias voltage, the nonlinear susceptance can be either inductive or capacitive [25] . The calculations showed that in the conditions used for the measurement, B 11 is capacitive. Therefore, the nonlinear capacitance (C n ) was extracted from the calculated susceptance as follows:
The measured junction capacitance (C m ), the calculated nonlinear capacitance C n , and the corrected capacitance (the true geometrical capacitance), which is
for the batches with the lowest and the highest R n A, 9.4 (since the batch with R n A = 8.8 Ω · μm 2 only contained three data points, for the sake of better comparison, batch with R n A = 9.4 Ω · μm 2 was demonstrated here) and 68 Ω·μm 2 , are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and (b) , respectively. It is apparent from the figure that the nonlinear capacitance, C n , is a substantial contribution for low-R n A junctions. Interestingly, for the same batch with the same R n A [see Fig. 3(a) ], the contribution of (C n ) is higher for junctions with the smaller (R n ).
B. (C s ) (R n A) Relation
The dependence of the measured (C ms ) and corrected specific capacitance (C gs ) on the R n A value for each batch is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The error bars on the C gs data represent the standard error, which were obtained from the linear fit to the capacitance versus area plots in Fig. 2 . In a previous study [18] , it was shown that the observed scatter in the R n C and R n A value is a consequence of the tunnel barrier properties, e.g., the tunnel barrier thickness, being nonuniform across the wafer. Given that the employed direct measurement method resulted in high accuracy between ±2% to ±11% [18] , the observed error bars are therefore another indication that such nonuniformities might give rise to the observed differences in the C s .
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that C ms versus R n A data points follow quite tightly the model reported by van der Zant et al. [1] . In that work, the specific capacitance was measured using . Measured (C m s ) and the corrected (C g s ) specific capacitance presented as asterisk and circle data points, respectively, are compared with the specific capacitance prediction model in [4] and the experimentally obtained relations [1] - [3] . The error bars represent the standard error, which were obtained from the linear fit to the capacitance versus area plots in Fig. 2 . The solid blue line is the fit to the C gs versus R n A using the C s = a/ln(R n A) formula. This fit resulted in the calibration constant a equal to 211 instead of 300 from the model [4] .
Given that the nonlinear capacitance is non-negligible at low R n A and even at a few GHz input signal frequency, it could be hypothesized that in Fiske type of measurements [9] , high frequencies maybe imposed on the SIS junction contributing to the higher measured C s values. Hence, Fiske measurements may overestimate the obtained value of the specific capacitance.
In contrast to what Van der Zant et al. suggests, the model from Maezawa et al. [2] predicts lower values of the C s compared with the obtained C gs at low R n A values. In [2] , the C s was estimated utilizing the resonances in superconducting quantum interference device, which were due to the junction capacitance and the loop inductance interaction. The discrepancies between models from Maezawa et al. and Van der Zant et al. and the obtained C gs (R n A) could be partly as a result of the local nonuniformities of the tunnel barrier thickness [18] . Such local nonuniformities result in scatter of both the C s and the R n A values [18] . Since the R n A value is defined by the thinnest parts of the tunnel barrier, which is reported to take up about 10% of the junction area [26] , for the same R n A the tunnel barrier thickness can have different local nonuniformities. At these tunnel barrier thicknesses of the order of 1 nm, the nonuniformities can be very sensitive to the oxide growth conditions and could be unique to each deposition system. Therefore, junctions produced with the same deposition parameters would probably experience different tunnel barrier thickness nonuniformities, which could be another reason contributing to the disagreement between some of the aforementioned C s (R n A) relations. In addition, some specifics of the junction fabrication process, which affect the junction composition or structure such as plasma processing [27] , Nb anodiza- tion, or thermal aging [19] , could also contribute to the observed differences.
Even though the model from Belitsky et al. [4] (C s = a/ln(R n A) where a = 300, and C s and R n A are in fF/μm 2 and in Ω·μm 2 , respectively) predicts higher C s values compared to the obtained C gs , this model has quite similar trend as the obtained C gs (R n A). Therefore, this model with a different fitting parameter was used to fit to the C gs (R n A). The fitting yielded the new model with a = 211, which is shown as the solid blue line in Fig. 4 .
The observed disparity between the reported C s (R n A) models, especially the Lea et al. model, is larger than the observed scatter of C s (note the error bars) possibly from the local nonuniformities of the tunnel barrier. Because of that, we speculate that it was the particular measurement method, which was the main reason for the observed major discrepancy with the other C s (R n A) models. Given that the employed measurement method in this study is direct and has the lowest reported uncertainty, the circuit designers can rely on the obtained C gs (R n A) model. For improved accuracy, we suggest employing the direct method for measuring the junction capacitance so that the amount of scatter due to the local nonuniformity of the tunnel barrier thickness can be taken into account for each trilayer deposition system.
In order to verify the validity of the new C s value, we used the measured noise temperature of the SHeFI (Swedish Heterodyne Facility Instrument), band 3 (385-500 GHz) DSB mixer (4-8 GHz IF), which has been in operation since 2010 at APEX telescope. The mixer tuning circuitry was realized by implementing two SIS junctions separated by a section of inductive microstrip line (twin-junction) [28] , see Fig. 5 . The built-in bias-T, which is integrated with the IF transformer circuitry, is also depicted in Fig. 5 .
The DSB noise temperature (averaged over IF band) was obtained by Y-factor measurements performed with a black body placed at the dewar window at the telescope. The DSB noise temperature was modeled by calculating the coupling using the power match and inverting the results into noise temperature with one fitting parameter. Fig. 6 illustrates the measured and the modeled DSB noise temperature using the C s value from Belitsky et al. [4] and the present work. We note that using the new value of C s = 211/ln(R n A) offers a greater potential for improvements in mixer performance compared with the previous value by achieving a better performance of the tuning circuitry.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to give a comprehensive account of possible reasons contributing to the observed disagreement among the reported specific capacitance (C s ) versus R n A models and provide a new reliable model. In this regard, the results of the C s from 34 tested junctions with various oxygen exposure parameters were considered. Based on the calculation results, it was shown that the nonlinear susceptance obtained from the Kramers-Kronig transform of the dc I-V curve is comparable to the susceptance resulting from the geometrical junction capacitance particularly for junctions with R n A < 40 Ω · μm 2 even at frequencies of a few GHz. It was shown that such nonnegligible effects as well as the local nonuniformities of the tunnel barrier thickness might have resulted in the disagreement between some of the existing models and experimentally obtained C s (R n A) relations. Using the results of the direct junction capacitance measurement method and accounting for the contributions of the nonlinear capacitance, we propose an improved and more accurate model for the C s (R n A) relation using the fitting formula C s = a/ln(R n A), where a = 211, and C s and R n A are in fF/μm 2 and in Ω·μm 2 , respectively. The new value of the C s was used to model the mixer performance, which was compared with the measured noise temperature of the APEX SHeFI band 3 (385-500 GHz) DSB mixer. The comparison results showed that this C s value can greatly improve the performance of SIS mixers.
